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Casino gambling's greatest writer Frank Scoblete shows you how to actually beat video poker,

Texas Hold'em, Omaha Hi-Lo and Pai Gow Poker. With video poker expert Jerry "Stickman," Texas

Hold'em and Omaha Hi-Lo Expert Bill "Ace-10" Burton and the Pai Gow Poker king John "Skinny,"

Scoblete shows you exactly how you can beat the casinos or your fellow players at these poker

games. There is no need for you to be a loser at poker games anymore - this book can show you

exactly how to be a winner! Why settle for anything less?*Learn how to earnÂ more than 100

percent returns on popular video poker machines!*Learn how to use player-favorable video poker

games to your advantage!*Learn how to get the most comps at video poker!*Learn the difference

between the monetary edge and the mathematical edge and how to exploit both!Â *Learn how to

snag the big pots from Texas Hold'em!*Learn how to read the board to determine how your hand

stacks up against your opponent.*Learn how to use the technique of semi-bluffing when raising or

betting.*Learn how to play the flop in Omaha Hi-Lo to increase your winning percentage!Â *Learn

the simple technique for getting a real edge at Pai Gow Poker!*Learn the proper winning play for

every hand!*Learn all about dramaticÂ table takeovers!*Learn about the worst event ever in the

history of the game!"This is a really good book for new casino gamblers who want to play

intelligently. There are vital pieces of info in the book." --- Alan Mendelson, AlanBestBuys.com
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First let me say I have read a ton of gambling books over the years including just about everything



the author Frank Scoblete has written about all forms of casino gambling.This book examines

several variations of poker as played in the casino.Naturally TEXAS HOLD EM is front and center

with an in depth examination of the basics which soon builds to strategies for all aspects of the

game and finishes with poker advice. This information would be valuable to the beginner or the

experienced player.I think that Mr. Scoblete has eliminated all the fluff and filler that is often found in

pokers books and provides the "must know" facts. If you are considering getting a book that just

examines Hold Em, This would probably be a better more efficient choice.The section on OMAHA

was great as this is a fun game that can also be enjoyed in a home game. Following these

strategies will make you a tough player. If you never played Omaha you will want to try it out after

reading this.Playing PAI GOW POKER with an advantage is great. If you follow this advice you can

get a slight edge. If you add comp values to that you really have something going on. One word of

caution - there is an aspect of the strategy that removes the communal experience of the game. But

if you are playing to win this should not concern you much.Advantage VIDEO POKER is explained

with a careful analysis of the game, starting with identifying games that are beatable. If you are a

beginner and have been afraid to tackle VP this section of the book is for you. Payback, Returns,

Variance and Volatility start the section. If you are going to play this game you need to read this.All

in all I think this point is a must for your gambling book library

I bought this book not really knowing what to expect. I found great information in this book. With new

ways to play Video Poker. Where I found the best value in this book is in the video poker strategies.

Happy with the book. Good Read.

I have played video poker for several years selecting the hold cards by intuition. I have heard about

Mr. Scoblete books and decided to see if he had anything that might help me. I bought and read

Everything Casino Poker and boy was I happy that I did. This book gives all sorts of practical

information about how to play Texas Hold `Em, Omaha Hi-Lo and Pai Gow Poker. But what really

impressed me was the large section on video poker - it was over half the book. This section

contained everything needed to play video poker. Topics covered include descriptions of Payback,

Return, Variance, Volatility and bankroll requirements. I never realized how much variance affected

bankroll requirements and this book gave an explanation in simple to understand terms.The book

then went on to explain how video poker strategy is determined and how to use strategy charts.

Then more than 50 different versions of video poker games were explained and a playing strategy

for each game was included. Then there is a chapter on how to maximize your return on video



poker play. With everything in this book anyone should be able to win or play very close to even in

the long run. The writing is clear and practical and easy to understand making it easy to put into

practice in a casino. I would recommend this book to anyone who wants to understand the workings

of the games and get the best of them.

I'm very impressed. Everything Casino Poker explains important concepts very well in Texas

Hold'em. The best book I've seen on this subject. Another section of the book is on video poker, it is

also very well written and useful.I don't play Omaha or Paigow so i can't comment on those sections

WOW, just another great book by Frank and his co-authors! This book will help you with another

advantage game to play! A must read for any player that loves to play these games.Dominator

I bought this book for info on video poker, half the book is on table poker. The strategy charts are

better and easier to learn.
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